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* In this series we are going to discuss different MLA for HEP searches as the following:

1-	General	overview	on	classical	ML	applications	in	HEP	&	ML	limitations	and	why	the	QML	

3-	Basic	review	on	ML,	classification,	regression,	etc	

4-	Decision	Tree,	ensemble	learning		

5-	Artificial	Neural	network,	Deep	fully	connected	Neural	network,	statistical	analysis		

6-	Convolutional	Neural	network,	image	recognition,	QCD	color	flow,	fat	jets,	etc	

7-Region	Convolutional	network,	image	segmentation	and		spherical	CNN	as	other	ideas	for	color	flow	

identification			

8-	Autoencoders	and	anomaly	detection		

9-Generative	adversarial	network	

10-	Introduction	to	QML,	quantum	gates,	quantum	circuits,	variational	quantum	circuits,	etc		

11-	Tutorials	on	google-colab	framework			



What do we mean by machine learning ??Overview

Object
Data	scientist Numbers

Find	patterns	
from	the	given	numbersNew data

Prediction



Overview

Pattern	in	our	mind Patterns	in	ML

Our brains unable to create patterns between large correlated data



Overview

Different cuts on  
different distributions  

to suppress the bkg

New physics significance: Human eyes vs Machine 

Identify the signal  
Events from bkg  

evens 

Our brains can understand the difference between two distributions or more, But the 
machine can understand the difference between each bin in the different distributions 



Overview

Using machines for finding the nonlinear relations between different 
distributions can always perform a better efficiency,What else?? 
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Using machines for finding the nonlinear relations between different 
distributions can always perform a better efficiency,What else?? 

Convolutional neural network (CNN) as image recognition tool 



Overview

Convolutional neural network (CNN) as image recognition tool 

Image pixels can be transformed to matrix with 
 probability of each pixel from 0 to 1 

 according to the pixel brightness, colors, etc   



Overview



Overview

CNN can identify and detect different objects in different images, cool !!
So what ??

Consider the LHC detectors as giant live camera that picture the events in the 
eta-phi plane. This way we can construct images with pixel intensity equals the 
detector strips  and each image pixel can be wighted by the energy deposit of 

each particle.   



Overview

One	event	
MG+pythia+Delephes



Overview

Why the two images are different ?

One	event	
MG+pythia+Delephes



Overview



Overview

with color flow we can 
distinguish between different 
colored particles 



Overview

pp > octet > bb pp > singlet > bb pp > tt

500K events+pythia+delphes

Color octet and color singlet pictures are similar !!

Solutions:

1- Consider a narrow momentum rage (to fix the position) 

2- decelerate the dependence of final state particles in the eta-phi positions (Riemann tagger)



Overview Spherical CNN Arxiv:1810.12186	

Spherical CNN has many applications especially for cosmological  data which as 
comes as spherical maps  

 



Overview Fat jet tagging with CNN arXiv:1902.09914

pp > tt QCD

https://arxiv.org/abs/1902.09914


Overview

Current CNN problems 

Overview

Small training data 
Generative Adversial models (GANs)

Large training data  
       -Autoencoders  
       -QML



Small training dataOverview

This person does not exist in real !! 

https://thispersondoesnotexist.com/Those people have been generated from 



Small training dataOverview

We can use the GANs to generate more data for new physics with very small 
number of events 



Large training data  (The curse of dimensionality) Overview

Autoencoder 

For 50*50*3 image we need to optimize 
7500 parameter for only one neuron !!   



Overview Quantum computers as ML models 



Overview Quantum bits (qubits) 

Classical bits: 0,1 

Example: 
 Consider four classical bits, only  one state can be occupied by the four bits at a time 



Overview Quantum bits (qubits) 

In quantum computers if we have one qubits we can create a superposition state 

With alpha represents the probability 
of the qubit to be in specific state  

For one qubit, it could be in two different states. If we have two qubits, how many states can be 
occupied at a time ? 



Overview Quantum bits (qubits) 

Example: 2 qubits 2^(number of qubits) possible states



Overview Operation on qubit  (quantum gates) 

While the qubit can be presented as a vector   
we can act on it by matrices  



Overview Operation on qubit  (quantum gates) 

Applying different quantum gates and  
repeat the circuits many time the  

qubits start to collapse  to specific states 



Overview Quantum circuits  as machine learning  

Embedding classical data on quantum computers



Overview

Example: 



Introduction to
Classical Machine Learning 



Machine Learning Algorithms consist of  two main parts: Training and Test

Just like a kid in kindergarten

1+1=2 
1+2=3 

. 

. 

. 
1+9=10

Learning Test 2+5=?

Learning Test ?



 Learning 

Reinforcement Learning 

Supervised Learning 
Unsupervised Learning 

Particle Physics Model Building with Reinforcement Learning 

                                            arXiv:2103.04759 [hep-th]

https://arxiv.org/abs/2103.04759


Modeling the relationship between measured features of data and some 
label associated with the data; once this model is determined, it can be 

used to apply labels to new, unknown data. 

Supervised Learning 



Modeling the relationship between measured features of data and some 
label associated with the data; once this model is determined, it can be 

used to apply labels to new, unknown data. 

Supervised Learning For the Supervised learning the complexity is how to 
train your model to find the best classifier for the 

given data 



Classification : For Binary data set 

Regression : For Continuous data set 

Model Training  



Model Training  

Blue points = 0

Red points =1

Linear classification

Regression



UnSupervised Learning 

modeling the features of a dataset without reference to any label, 
and is often described as “letting the dataset speaks for itself.” 



UnSupervised Learning No labels

Clustering



UnSupervised Learning No labels



Supervised Learning Vs UnSupervised Learning 



Supervised Learning Vs UnSupervised Learning 



Supervised Learning Vs UnSupervised Learning 



Supervised Learning 

Features (Y)    

X1 
X2 
: 

Labels

Cat 
Dog 
Cat 

: 

Training 

Target (Y`)

Cat 

Dog 



Supervised Learning 

Features (Y)    

X1 
X2 
: 

Labels

Cat 
Dog 
Cat 

: 

Training 

Target (Y`)

Cat 

Dog 

Well Trained Model needs to minimize the the 
error function ( Loss function)   like Mean square error 

function = 1/N Sum (Y-Y`)^2 



For such a linear data set: Do 
we really need to minimize a 
Loss function ? One can even 
find a good classifier by eyes 



For such a linear data set: Do 
we really need to minimize a 
Loss function ? One can even 
find a good classifier by eyes 

Well, at the HEP analysis input features are very 
complex and highly correlated. For some analysis the 

input features are very poor to train your model 
finding a good classifier between the Signal and 
backgrounds. Thus Linear models fail for the HEP 

analysis and we need more complex models  





ML Models

linear Models 

Decision Tree
KNN Random Forest

DNN



Decision (Regression) Tree

Constructing a decision (Regression) Tree as :
1- A root node is created from the sample events
2- The algorithm find the optimal threshold that gives the 
best separation between signal and background by calculating the
 Loss function
3- Once the threshold is found, the node split into two branches 
4- For the branches that not mostly signal or background (impure)
the algorithm consider it as a new node and splits it again.
5- Continue  splitting the impure branches until we hit a leaf with 
minimum impurity  



Decision (Regression) Tree

Two questions we have to ask when we build a tree:
1- when do we have to split our node 
2- when do we have to to stop the tree 



Splitting criteria

Purity (P) = S / (S+B)

P=1P=0P != 0/1

Q1: what is the criteria to split the impure nodes ??



Splitting criteria

Q1: what is the criteria to split the impure nodes ??

A:Minimize the Loss functions 
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Splitting criteria

Minimize the Gini index with purity > 0.5 or < 0.5 
leads two branch with mostly signal like events or 

background like events  



Q2: what is the criteria to stop split the impure nodes ??

Well, in principle we can continue splitting our impure nodes 
till all events are classified into pure leafs 



Q2: what is the criteria to stop split the impure nodes ??

Well, in principle we can continue splitting our impure nodes 
till all events are classified into pure leafs 

Over fitting:
When you over train your model it 

starts to learn about the noise 
into the data. Accordingly when 

you apply it test unknown data it 
gives wrong answers 















Underfitting  Vs Overfitting 
      Bias        Vs  Variance 



Two ways to control the Decision tree depth :

1- Pruning the statistically 
 insignificant nodes

 
2- Optimize the tree depth as a hyper-parameter



Decision tree can always reach a 100% accuracy, but with 
two main problems:

1- Infinite time for very large data 

2- Overfitting for high uncertain data  



Ensemble Learning 
Boosted decision Trees  and Random forest





Boosted decision Trees 

Start with a decision Tree 

Boosting is a method of combining many 
weak learners (trees) into a strong 
classifier.



Boosted decision Trees 



Boosted decision Trees 



Boosted decision Trees 



Random Forest



Random Forest



Boosted decision Trees  vs Random forest

http://jimeladu9.leofile.ru.net/jele_463403_gradient-boosted-decision-trees-tutorial.php



Example
How to perform a collider study using BDT 



Start with hand written Lagrangian

Calculate all tree level vertices 

Calculate total cross section 
for the process under consideration 

Generate the events at parton level
weighted by the cross section

Hadronization is required due to the color 
confinement 

Electroweak and QCD radiationInitial/Final state radiation, etcJet clustering 

Detector simulation 
(Fast/full)

Constructing all kinematic 
variables  

Highest ranked variables are fed 
to Machine Learning model 

Optimize ML output by maximizing 
signal to bkg yield

Statistical analysis (Maximum likelihood)
to provide the significance level/limit
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ATLAS Calorimetry: Trigger, 
Simulation and Jet Calibration

author(s):Pavel Weber
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Kinematic variables



Sweet Spot



Receiver operating characteristic (ROC curve)

BDT



Remaning events

arXiv:1908.02852 



To be continued 

1- Decision making and LHC statistics 
2- Deep neural network


